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	Charlotte, NC
	Chicago, IL
	Cinnaminson, NJ
	Columbus, OH
	Findlay, OH
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	Manufacturing
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	Hire Talent	Direct Hire
	Temporary
	Contract Work
	Project Work
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	Professional Solutions	Energy


	Jobs	Romeoville, IL	Forklift Operatior
	Picker/Packer 


	Dallas, TX	General Labor
	Forklift Operator
	Picker/Packer 
	Warehouse Operator
	Janitorial Technician


	Cincinnati, OH	Forklift Mechanic
	Welder 
	General Labor


	Northern, KY	General Labor
	Forklift Operator


	Gastonia, NC	Forklift Operator
	General Labor
	Janitorial Technician
	Warehouse Operator


	Lithia, GA	General Labor
	Forklift Operator
	Janitorial Technician
	Warehouse Operator


	Charlotte, NC	General Labor
	Janitorial Technician
	Warehouse Operator
	Forklift Operator


	Las Vegas, NV	General Labor
	Forklift Operator
	Warehouse Operator


	Pendergrass, GA	General Labor


	Hapeville, GA	Warehouse Operator
	Forklift Operator
	General Labor
	Janitorial Technician
	Picker/Packer 


	Aurora, IL	Warehouse Operator
	General Labor
	Picker/Packer 
	Janitorial Technician
	Forklift Operator


	Chicago, IL	Warehouse Operator
	Forklift Operator
	Janitorial Technician
	Picker/Packer 
	General Labor


	Cinnaminson, NJ	General Labor
	Warehouse Operator
	Janitorial Technician
	Picker/Packer 
	Forklift Operator


	Pennsylvania 


	Book Consultation
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About Resource Employment Solutions
For more than  20 years RES has delivered advanced recruiting and staffing solutions in Administration & Clerical, Manufacturing, Light and Heavy Industrial, Accounting, Finance, Engineering, IT, and Aviation & Defense. Our effective strategies include temp-to-hire, direct hire, contract staffing, and project-based workforce solutions to connect you with the top talent in your industry.


Our dedicated recruiting teams have vast and in-depth knowledge of their specific industry and the skills and experience required to address staffing deficiencies that are unique to your vertical and location. We have cultivated a significant national and global talent database of motivated, resilient, and committed professionals from labor to leadership to help you bolster your existing workforce and position your company for growth and success. We connect you with candidates who can integrate quickly and seamlessly into your organization and help you take it to the next level. We are Resource Employment Solutions.





Job OpportunitiesBook A Consultation



The Company We Keep

Resource Employment Solutions has cultivated a robust network of the nation’s top employers and a skilled, experienced workforce. We have also fostered relationships and reputations with numerous professional associations, licensing and regulatory bodies, and institutes of accreditation. We surround ourselves with the best of the best. This is the company we keep.
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The RES Advantage

There are committed, loyal, skilled workers and professionals in every town, city, and state in the US. So, how do you find them and compel them to stay? The best way to recruit, attract, and sustain a skilled and experienced workforce is to partner with a top staffing solutions force. Resource Employment Solutions delivers effective and advantageous strategies to build or bolster your workforce and optimize your operations. This is the RES Advantage.
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20+ Years Experience
When you partner with Resource Employment Solutions, you benefit from the experience of each of our dedicated recruiting and staffing professionals and the collective experience of our dynamic team. We have collaborated to successfully connect top employers and employees for more than 20 years.
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Robust Talent Network
For over 20 years, Resource Employment Solutions has been connecting companies with a reliable and robust workforce. We have cultivated a Rolodex of top employers across a spectrum of industries, verticals, and a highly-skilled roster of talent, from labor to leadership.
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Efficient Recruiting
Leveraging our extensive talent network and our efficient and effective, proprietary recruiting strategies, we have streamlined and fast tracked our processes to connect your company with the most qualified global candidates. Our systems allow for quick placement and minimal interruptions to operations.
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An Inclusive Culture
A healthy workplace culture means two things at RES: We foster an inclusive and accessible workplace environment at our offices and we analyze the unique workplace cultures of our employer clients to ensure we match them with candidates who will integrate quickly and seamlessly into their teams.
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Focus On Compliance
With each of our placements, we prioritize skill, suitability, and safety. For this reason, we emphasize compliance at every one of our clients’ workplaces and job sites. Our rigorous adherence to local and federal compliance keeps our workers safe and protects your business.
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Extended Benefits
Resource Employment Solutions believes that a healthy workforce is a secure, resilient, productive, and committed workforce. We are proud to offer our employee partners extended benefits to protect their health and the health of their families. When our workforce is healthy, everyone benefits.









 Employment Solutions For Jobseekers
Are you a job seeker looking for the next, best opportunity to grow your skill set and advance your career? Join Resource Employment Solutions' robust network of talent. We focus on matching job seekers and companies across a spectrum of compatibility including opportunities for growth, competitive compensation, mutual values, and aligned workplace cultures within a number of sectors.


Explore our current opportunities by clicking the button below or contact us to join our jobseeker roster. Your next career move is waiting for you.


Job OpportunitiesRegister Now




Our Successful Placements




 Talent Acquisition Solutions For Employers
With an expert and in-depth analysis of your current workforce and operations, our team will formulate a completely customized staffing solution. RES will address skill gaps, seasonal and project-based workforce fluctuations, and operational inefficiencies by connecting you with your industry’s top talent from labor to leadership.


We deliver tailored solutions for temp-to-hire, direct hire, contract staffing, and project-based placement so you can access the right candidates at the perfect time.


Become A ClientBook A Consultation




What To Expect With RES

Our commitment to you is deeper than just providing a list of potential candidates. We are committed to designing and implementing the most effective staffing strategy for you. Here is what you can expect when you choose Resource Employment Solutions as your recruiting and staffing partner.
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1. Account Assignment
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2. In-Depth Discovery
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3. Recruiting And Screening
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4. Placement




When you connect with Resource Employment Solutions, you will be matched with an account management team who specializes in placing top talent within your industry. You will have a dedicated recruiter or recruiting team assigned and they will remain your point of contact to understand your business and address all your staffing needs.


Step 2 is an in-depth discovery where your assigned recruiter or team will dig deep to understand your business, your brand, your culture, your timelines, your goals for growth, and your staffing challenges. Together we will formulate a process that includes an effective recruiting and placement strategy.


Our recruiting team will leverage our robust talent database to find potential candidates that meet and exceed your skill and experience requirements. If no suitable candidates are found we implement our proven recruiting strategies to find your ideal match. Each potential candidate is put through our rigorous screening process including reference checks and verifications. Expect a short list of 3 strong candidates within 48-72 hours.


Once you have selected your top choice we will guide and support you through an offer of employment and contract negotiations. We will help you streamline onboarding and ensure all documentation and placement obligations are fulfilled. But our commitment to your success and the success of our placement doesn’t end there. We will audit the placement and remain available throughout the duration of the employment contract.
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1. Account Assignment



When you connect with Resource Employment Solutions, you will be matched with an account management team who specializes in placing top talent within your industry. You will have a dedicated recruiter or recruiting team assigned and they will remain your point of contact to understand your business and address all your staffing needs.
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2. In-Depth Discovery



Step 2 is an in-depth discovery where your assigned recruiter or team will dig deep to understand your business, your brand, your culture, your timelines, your goals for growth, and your staffing challenges. Together we will formulate a process that includes an effective recruiting and placement strategy.
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3. Recruiting And Screening



Our recruiting team will leverage our robust talent database to find potential candidates that meet and exceed your skill and experience requirements. If no suitable candidates are found we implement our proven recruiting strategies to find your ideal match. Each potential candidate is put through our rigorous screening process including reference checks and verifications. Expect a short list of 3 strong candidates within 48-72 hours.
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4. Placement



Once you have selected your top choice we will guide and support you through an offer of employment and contract negotiations. We will help you streamline onboarding and ensure all documentation and placement obligations are fulfilled. But our commitment to your success and the success of our placement doesn’t end there. We will audit the placement and remain available throughout the duration of the employment contract.







Industries We Service

RES is committed to recruiting top talent to help companies bolster their organization with a resilient and adaptable workforce today and for the future. We deliver advanced, customized staffing strategies with temp-to-hire, direct hire, contract staffing, and project-based placements across a number of industry verticals. RES  connects you with the employment resources you need to be competitive.




Admin/Clerical
Administration and Clerical teams can be the backbone of your operations. They are often the initial point of contact for your customers, the gatekeepers of valuable and confidential information, and the organizational force that keeps your business operations streamlined and frees up your
Learn more 



Manufacturing
The manufacturing sector is changing rapidly. Automation and AI, a shortage of skilled labor, supply chain interruptions, increasing overhead costs, and more are forcing employers to adapt their staffing strategies to build an adaptable and resilient manufacturing workforce. RES specialize
Learn more 



Finance & Accounting
For more than 20 years RES has successfully matched the country’s top financing talent with firms and organizations of all sizes and across all sectors. Whether your company’s focus is on delivering finance solutions, or you are seeking in-house finance support in oil and gas, 
Learn more 



Information Technology (IT)
IT spending is expected to exceed $4.5 trillion US in 2023. Maximize your IT investment with strategic IT staffing solutions from RES. Address skill gaps, build an adaptable, stable, and resilient IT workforce, access the industry’s most innovative and forward-thinking changemakers, 
Learn more 



Light Industrial
RES has cultivated a strong network of light industrial talent across several major markets in the US. By focusing on skilled labor, resilient and adaptable workers, niche marketing, and an in-depth understanding of the light industrial staffing needs specific to location, RES connects lig
Learn more 



Power Generation
RES is uniquely positioned to provide staffing solutions across the spectrum of power verticals:


	Renewable Power: Addressing the changing landscape of new energy and power recommission with effective staffing solutions.
	Power Generation: From field tech and labor through to strateg
Learn more 



Technical Engineering
Build your technical engineering team from the ground up or shore up your existing team with the nation’s top engineering talent. The leadership team at RES brings more than 20 years combined experience aligning skilled and experienced engineering candidates with companies across a v
Learn more 





Dedicated To Your Success

Our staffing solutions experts are organized into teams dedicated to your specific industry. Our teams cultivate a comprehensive understanding of market trends, industry best practices, unique staffing challenges, and key skills and assets required within your vertical. We are focused on people, dependability, and service. We are dedicated to your success. Meet Team RES.




Sam Rossa - CEO
Sam Rossa has nearly 30 years of Staffing and Business Services experience. 20 years within Private Equity, with a most recent successful sale of Peoplease a $1.2 billion PEO in 2020. Company turnaround, building teams and scaling businesses are key strengths. He has lead Engineering, IT, 
Learn more 



Stephanie Pishkula - COO
Stephanie Pishkula has nearly 25 years of Operational experience within Healthcare, Manufacturing, PEO, and Staffing verticals.  Over 12 years within Private Equity focusing primarily on turn arounds.  Areas of strength are building culture and teams, assessing people, process, s
Learn more 



John Mulhall - CFO
John Mulhall is a high energy, entrepreneurially minded Certified Public Accountant with over 30 years of experience specializing in improving enterprise profitability and cash flow.  Serving as Chief Financial Officer, John has an impressive track record of building enterprise value 
Learn more 



Jerson Sanchez - Vice President, Sales
Meet Jerson Sanchez, our esteemed Vice President of Sales at our staffing company. Jerson joined our organization in 2012 and has been a key driving force behind our revenue growth and profitability. As a seasoned sales professional, he leads and coaches our sales team with dedication and 
Learn more 



Magda Bonilla - Vice President, Operations
Meet Magda Bonilla, our Vice President of Operations at RES, who has been an integral part of our organization since 2015. Magda's journey within the company showcases her dedication and passion for growth. She started as an Onsite Supervisor in 2015 and quickly climbed the ladder, bei
Learn more 



Mike Ray - Senior Vice President, Professional Solutions
Mike Ray is responsible for the development and growth of a professional services division across the RES national network. He specializes in helping clients navigate and address the complexities of business growth in the challenging market of professional labor, including areas such as En
Learn more 





Meeting You Where You Are

RES has concentrated “clusters” of business throughout the US. Our commitment to understanding the unique staffing challenges and the skills and experience required in each market and across each vertical gives Resource Employment Solutions the insight to connect qualified talent and quality employers in these territories. This is the RES Edge.
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Connecting Top Employers And Top Talent

Sustainable, productive, and adaptable workforces are catalyzed when employers and talent connect across a spectrum of compatibility. Resource Employment Solutions prioritizes this compatibility to match the nation’s top employers, small and large, with the best people to get the job done. Find your employment solution with RES today.



First Name *

Last Name *

Email Address *

Phone Number *

City *

State *

Please select an option...
EMPLOYEE - Current / Previous Looking For Support
JOB SEEKER - Looking For Work
CLIENT - Looking for Help With Staffing / HR Solutions

How can we help you?

Your message...


Submit Message
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Aurora, IL
1887 N Farnsworth Ave.

Aurora, IL 605051-630-486-3047


Charlotte, NC
10150 Mallard Creek Rd Ste 103

Charlotte, NC 282621-980-218-0227


Chicago, IL
5444 South Archer Ave.

Chicago, IL 606381-773-912-6210


Cinnaminson, NJ
504 Route 130 North, Ste 202.

Cinnaminson, NJ 080771-856-209-2998


Columbus, Ohio
2325 West Brooke Dr.

Columbus, OH 432281-614-721-8535 


Findlay, OH
1665 Tiffin Ave, Ste 3.

Findlay, OH 458401-567-525-3323


Grapevine, TX
210 N Park Blvd. Ste 105.

Grapevine, TX 760511-682-207-3617


Hapeville, GA
925 Virginia Ave. Ste G 

Hapeville, GA 30354 1-770-243-8112


Las Vegas, NV
2907 Lamb Blvd.

Las Vegas, NV 891151-702-202-1889


Orlando, FL - HQ
1650 Sand Lake Road. Ste 114

Orlando, FL 328091-321-234-9363


Pleasant Hills, PA
101 Terence Dr.

Pleasant Hills, PA 152361-412-710-2187


Romeoville, IL
99 N Pinnacle Dr

Romeoville, IL 604461-630-486-3047






© 2024 Resource Employment Solutions. All rights reserved.
Engineering: The Backbone of Innovation and Growth
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TopCall UsFREE ConsultChat
TopCall UsFREE ConsultChat
Questions? Call today at:
1-866-412-6535

CALL US



Find Jobs
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